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The early 21st century is a time of unprecedented opportunity
for those coming of age. It is a time when many young adults
set out to achieve their dreams, be it starting their own
business, starting a political movement, or propelling
themselves to superstardom. Angelle's dream is to become
Cultural Royalty of Pacificland, thus achieving what her
mother couldn't. Her vision is based on freedom, dreams,
love and fairness for all. However, she soon finds that whilst
change appears to be in the air, the resistance is often even
greater. While the early 21st century is a time of opportunity
for some, many people remain left behind, and tension and
dissatisfaction is the order of the day in many areas of life.
The increasing pitch of the culture wars, and the influence of
global movements from the Tea Party to the Occupy Protests,
also combine to make Pacificland a daily ideological warzone.
Meanwhile, Pacificland gets caught up in a meaningless
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political stalemate, with reforms like marriage equality stalled
seemingly forever. With her own dreams on the line, will
Angelle stay true to her values? And if she does, will it be
enough to make a positive difference? Life isn't meant to be
easy, but are there rewards for the brave at the end? While
Angelle's story is fictional, the perspective taken on the social
and political movements of the 2000s and 2010s are inspired
by real life accounts, and represent the very real perceptions
of real people living today.
A DIAMOND MAGNATE NOVEL Ian Hart stole a night of my
life but took so much more. His obsession pinned a label on
me. His lust put me in an impossible situation. Now I have to
choose sides. I have to decide between right and wrong.
Only, no matter what choice I make, each comes with
dreadful consequences. There's only one way this can
end--how every tragedy ends. *Stolen Life is Book 2 of the
Beauty in the Stolen trilogy. Stolen Lust (Book 1) must be
read first to follow the story. Stolen Love (Book 3) will be
released on 22 June 2021. ---------------------------- Readers are
obsessed with Stolen Life! Just when you think your heart
can't take any more pounding, Paul's continues to keeps us
on edge and it's so worth it! OMG that ending!!!!! - Chris,
Goodreads Reviewer ????? With friendships possibly
breaking, betrayal, heartbreak... my jaw hit the floor on the
last chapter. - Goodreads Reviewer ????? [Charmaine's]
stories live outside the norms of romance fiction as I have
experienced it and they are glorious! - Jessica, Goodreads
Reviewer ????? An edge-of-your-seat, pure soul-thrilling
pleasurable read that's so decadently depraved and
deliciously addictive, you won't be able but crave more, more
and more! - Ana, Goodreads Reviewer ????? What a
brilliantly written volatile love story with cruel twists, intense
passion and breathtaking feels. Stolen Life by Charmaine
Pauls is that kind of romantic suspense that makes me hold
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onto my sanity with everything and I live for that kind of ride.
Action. Romance. Sex. Drama. The full irresistible package. Goodreads Reviewer ????? ---------------------------- Read all of
the Diamond Magnate books! Beauty in the Broken
(Standalone) Diamonds are Forever trilogy Diamonds in the
Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are
Forever (Book 3)
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Men like us, we see things. We
do things, things that make us unfeeling. That's the price of
power and money, of living la belle vie and running the
French mafia. Then she came along like a pretty wildflower
pushing through the cracks on a dirty pavement - fragile yet
resilient, a breath of beauty among the filth. She was
supposed to be just another job, a nameless person I was to
pluck from her life and hand to my brother, nothing but a
pawn in the gamble of our diamond business. There's a
psychological label for men like us. We lack empathy and
guilt. We do things to have what we want, things that make
flowers wilt. * The complete trilogy includes Diamonds in the
Dust (Book 1), Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2), and
Diamonds are Forever (Book 3). Other novels in the Diamond
Magnate collection: Standalone Novel Beauty in the Broken
The Callaways Boxed Set - Books 1-3 Meet the Callaways,
the bestselling romantic and suspenseful family series by #1
New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy. This
special boxed set offers the first three full-length novels in the
series. Each book is filled with Barbara Freethy's unique
blend of page-turning romance, family and
mystery—unforgettable stories that will touch your heart. ON A
NIGHT LIKE THIS: The second oldest of the Callaway clan,
Aiden Callaway veered from the family tradition of urban
firefighting and became a smokejumper, never questioning
his choice until the job took the life of his friend, Kyle, and left
Aiden with injuries and fractured memories. Everyone blames
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Aiden for what happened, but he doesn't remember, nor is he
sure he wants to remember. The truth may clear Aiden of
blame but destroy Kyle's reputation and hurt the people he
left behind. Aiden seeks help from an unlikely ally. Sara had
always been untouchable, sweet, innocent, his sister's best
friend, and the girl next door. But one reckless night in their
youth took their relationship to a new level. Sara has never
forgiven or forgotten the way Aiden brought it crashing down,
but she's no longer that girl with the crazy crush. She's a
woman in search of her own truth. The sparks between Aiden
and Sara have been smoldering for a very long time. Sara is
afraid to take another chance on a man who broke her heart,
and Aiden knows better than anyone how dangerous an
intense fire can be. As teenagers they weren't ready for each
other. Are they ready now? SO THIS IS LOVE: Emma
Callaway, a hot fire investigator clashes with Max Harrison, a
cool homicide detective in SO THIS IS LOVE, the second
book in the Callaway Series. For Max Harrison, love seduces
and then destroys. His brother went to prison for love. His
father left his family for love. And Max is determined not to
follow in their footsteps, until he meets Emma… Emma runs
into burning buildings without an ounce of fear and embraces
life as if every day is a new adventure. But while she's
fearless on the job, Emma is a coward when it comes to love.
Betrayed by an ex-boyfriend, Emma has no intention of
putting her heart on the line again, until she meets Max… As
the fires around the city rage, the heat between them ignites
in a blaze of passion that's far more dangerous. Will it destroy
them or will they finally get everything they ever wanted…
FALLING FOR A STRANGER Ria is as sexy and sultry as a
warm tropical night and as beautifully dangerous as the island
drinks she serves at the beachside bar on Isla de los Suenos
-- The Island of Dreams. But Ria is not as carefree as she
appears, and the pretense is wearing her down. One night
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she risks everything to escape from reality. Drew Callaway is
a former Navy pilot looking for his own escape from a life that
has seen too much tragedy. Meeting Ria is like embracing the
sun, and their single night together is life-changing. But the
dream quickly fades when Ria is killed in a tragic accident at
sea. Months later, thousands of miles away from where they
first met, Drew sees a woman who looks just like Ria. She
claims her name is Tory, and that they've never met before,
but he can see that she's in trouble, and he can't walk away.
He's going to save her whether she wants it or not. Drew isn't
afraid of a little danger, but can he risk losing his heart to a
beautiful stranger? Also Available in the Callaway Series: On
A Night Like This (#1) So This is Love (#2) Falling For A
Stranger (#3) Between Now and Forever (#4) Nobody But
You (A Callaway Wedding Novella) All A Heart Needs (#5)
That Summer Night (#6) When Shadows Fall (#7)
Somewhere Only We Know (#8) Callaway Cousins If I Didn't
Know Better (#1) Tender Is The Night (#2) Take Me Home (A
Callaway Novella) Closer to You (#3) Once You're Mine (#4)
PRAISE FOR THE CALLAWAYS! "I love the Callaways!
Heartwarming romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha
heroes. What more could you want?" NYT Bestselling Author
Bella Andre "I loved Aiden and Sara’s story! Barbara
manages to give us a good glimpse of the rest of the family
too, without taking away from Aiden and Sara’s story, leaving
us with a little bit of mystery to be followed up on." Harlequin
Junkie for ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS "I adore the Callaways, a
family we'd all love to have. Each new book is a deft
combination of emotion, suspense and family dynamics. A
remarkable, compelling series!" Barbara O'Neal, author of
How to Bake a Perfect Life. "I love the Callaways and
FALLING FOR A STRANGER makes me love their family
even more." All Night Books
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A DIAMOND MAGNATE NOVEL Ian Hart stole a night of my
life but he took so much more. His obsession pinned a label
on me. His lust put me in an impossible situation. Now I have
to choose sides. I have to decide between right and wrong.
Only, no matter what choice I make, each comes with
dreadful consequences. There’s only one way this can
end—how every tragedy ends. *Stolen Life is Book 2 of the
Beauty in the Stolen trilogy. Stolen Lust (Book 1) must be
read first to follow the story. Book 3 will be released on 22
June 2021. Other books in the Diamond Magnate collection:
Beauty in the Broken (Standalone) Diamonds are Forever
trilogy Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough
(Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)
Freya has been alone as long as she can remember. 3
books. Over 600 pages of magical adventures, kickass
heroines, and forbidden romance. Always moving from foster
home to foster home, never finding a permanent family. With
her mother dead and no leads on her father, the first clue to
her heritage comes in the most unlikely form. An outburst of
impossible magic, and the appearance of a ghostly guardian
Freya’s mother tasked with watching over her. With her
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newfound abilities, finding her father should finally be within
Freya’s reach, but her new guardian cautions restraint. Freya
still doesn’t understand the magical world, she claims, or its
dangers. If Freya wants the truth, it may mean going it alone
once more. And putting her guardian’s warnings to the test.
The Pup Trilogy collects together the first three books in the
Freya Snow urban fantasy series, which starts out as YA and
follows Freya’s magical adventures into adulthood. If you like
kick-ass, sarcastic heroines, immersive magical worlds
beneath our own, and love that crosses the lines of magical
feuds, then you’ll be instantly hooked on L.C. Mawson’s fastpaced urban fantasy series.

A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Men like us, we see
things. We do things, things that make us unfeeling.
That's the price of power and money, of living la
belle vie and running the French mafia. Then she
came along like a pretty wildflower pushing through
the cracks on a dirty pavement - fragile yet resilient,
a breath of beauty among the filth. She was
supposed to be just another job, a nameless person
I was to pluck from her life and hand to my brother,
nothing but a pawn in the gamble of our diamond
business. There's a psychological label for men like
us. We lack empathy and guilt. We do things to have
what we want, things that make flowers wilt. *
Diamonds in the Dust is Book 1 of the Diamonds are
Forever trilogy and ends on a cliffhanger. Diamonds
in the Rough (Book 2) and Diamonds are Forever
(Book 3) conclude the trilogy. Other novels in the
Diamond Magnate collection: Standalone Novel
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Beauty in the Broken Diamonds are Forever Trilogy
Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the
Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)
The Magic Blood Trilogy (The Bree Somner
Chronicles Books 1-3) MAGIC BLOOD – PART 1
She’s on a mission… Betrayed by her ex who broke
her heart and her trust, Bree Somner is focusing her
energies on taking care of her family, surviving, and
protecting humans from vampires, trolls and demons
in the new droid-controlled world. After finding out
she’s half mage, Bree’s got to hide her identity from
witch hunters and the state while she proves her
worth as a newly hired protector. Working with the
Protection Agency for Humans, she’s been tasked
with finding the creature responsible for the string of
deaths of human girls in the Forbidden Forest. Bree
has to race against the clock to capture someone—or
something—responsible before it’s too late, with a
sexy vampire watching her every move. MAGIC
FATE – PART 2 Bree’s brother, her only remaining
family, has been kidnapped. She’s racing against
the clock to find him before he ends up in the Grey
Area, the land of no return. Nikolas tries to protect
her, but his castle can only hold her for so long. As a
new protector for humans, can she protect herself?
MAGIC DESTINY – PART 3 Bree finds out the high
cost of betrayal. Not knowing who to trust, she
realizes that everybody wants her…or they want her
dead. Bree finds out there’s more to her magic
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bloodline than she realized. Now she has to make a
difficult choice before everyone she loves is taken
away.
A DARK ROMANCE SERIES Ian Hart is the most
wanted fugitive in the country. His gang is linked to
the riskiest and biggest heists in the history of the
continent. His identity is an enigma to everyone
except me, because the night he robbed the casino,
he set his sights on a different target. He took
something other than money and gemstones. He
took me. He stole my lust and then my life. All I have
left is my love. I would’ve given it freely, but thieves
will do what thieves do best. Note: The Beauty in the
Stolen trilogy is part of the Diamond Magnate
Collection. You don't have to read the other books to
follow the story. Other books in the Diamond
Magnate collection: Beauty in the Broken
(Standalone) Diamonds are Forever trilogy
Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the
Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)
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A DIAMOND MAGNATE NOVEL Once upon a time,
a thief stole me in the middle of the night. He took
what he wanted, gave me an illusion, and ripped it all
away to claim his ultimate trophy. My heart may be
physically weak, but fighting to live made me
stronger. I won’t perish as easily as that. I’m turning
the tables on him. After all, I learned from the best.
I’m robbing him of what he stole from me. *Stolen
Love concludes the trilogy. Other books in the
Diamond Magnate collection Beauty in the Broken
(Standalone) Diamonds are Forever trilogy
Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the
Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)
A FORCED MARRIAGE DARK ROMANCE Six
years ago, Harold Dalton framed me for theft and
sent me to jail to steal my diamond discovery. He
gave his daughter to Jack Clarke in exchange for the
excavation rights. Today, I'm walking free, and I'm
coming for him with a vengeance. Six years of
cruelty make beasts out of men. I'm going to take
back what he stole from me, and more. I'm not
interested in his properties or shares. I don't want his
small change. I want his biggest asset. Beautiful,
mentally unstable, Angelina Dalton-Clarke. Worth
billions, she's the wealthiest widow in the country,
and also the craziest. Her self-harming tendencies
had Jack declare her incompetent before he put a
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gun to his head and blew out his brains. Lina isn't
allowed to touch a cent of her riches. Her father
manages her finances. He has all the signing power.
As her husband, that chore will fall to me. But if she
thinks I only want her for her money, she's sadly
mistaken. * This is a standalone novel. There is no
cliffhanger. Other novels in the Diamond Magnate
collection: Standalone Novel Beauty in the Broken
Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the Dust
(Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds
are Forever (Book 3)
In this special boxed set of three connected fulllength romantic suspense novels, lightning leads to
love, danger, and the unraveling of long-buried
secrets that will change not only the past but also the
future… BEAUTIFUL STORM (Lightning Strikes #1)
When her father's plane mysteriously disappeared in
the middle of an electrical storm, Alicia Monroe
became obsessed with lightning. Now a news
photographer in Miami, Alicia covers local stories by
day and chases storms at night. In a flash of
lightning, she sees what appears to be a murder, but
when she gets to the scene, there is no body, only a
military tag belonging to Liliana Valdez, a woman
who has been missing for two months. While the
police use the tag to jump-start their stalled
investigation, Alicia sets off on her own to find the
missing woman. Her search takes her into the heart
of Miami's Cuban-American community, where she
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meets the attractive but brooding Michael Cordero,
who has his own demons to vanquish. Soon Alicia
and Michael are not just trying to save Liliana's life
but also their own, as someone will do anything to
protect a dark secret… LIGHTNING LINGERS
(Lightning Strikes #2) Katherine Barrett, a dedicated
young doctor, receives a terrified phone call from her
brother, TJ. He is running away to Mexico to save
himself and their family from an unnamed killer. He
warns her not to come after him and not to go to the
police, as there is no one she can trust. But
Katherine realizes there might be someone she can
trust… She turns to her former high school
sweetheart Jake Monroe—the man whose heart she
broke a decade earlier. Katherine asks Jake to fly
her into a remote and dangerous part of Mexico
where no one else dares to go. Jake had always
thought that one day Katherine would realize she
needed him, but he didn't expect it to go down this
way. Still, he can't resist the beautiful blonde he has
never been able to forget. They set off on an
adventure that will take them into the past, unravel a
decade of secrets, and lead them into the heart of a
lightning storm that will change the way they look at
their families, the world, and each other… Summer
Rain (Lightning Strikes #3) Danielle Monroe is
determined to use her new job in DC as a steppingstone to a high-powered political career. But the
secrets surrounding her father's death continue to
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overshadow her goals. Her family thinks she holds
the final piece of the puzzle, but she doesn't even
know what the puzzle is…until an attractive and
possibly dangerous stranger shows up in her life.
Patrick Kane is searching for answers about his own
dark tragedy, not realizing that the beautiful Danielle
may not just hold the key to his mystery but also his
heart. They have to stay alive long enough to find
out. WHAT READERS ARE SAYING "I loved the
twists and turns that really kept me on the edge to
the romance. It was a story I could not put down. I
am so looking forward to the rest of the series."
Cynthia - Goodreads on Beautiful Storm "This book
has suspense, betrayal, mystery, adventure, and
love to name a few." Becky – Goodreads on
Lightning Lingers "I loved SUMMER RAIN, strong
characters and a gritty story line that kept me
interested right to the end." Anne – Goodreads on
Summer Rain "In SUMMER RAIN, Barbara Freethy
has weaved a story of intrigue, mystery, family and
love. 5 stars!" Geri – Goodreads "All emotions from
happy to WHAT is going on to amazement. Thanks
again Barbara for another fantastic read. One that
did not disappoint." Dianna – Goodreads on Summer
Rain "A fabulous, page-turning combination of
romance and intrigue. Fans of Nora Roberts and
Elizabeth Lowell will love this book." — NYT
Bestselling Author Kristin Hannah on Golden Lies
"Freethy has a gift for creating complex characters."
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— Library Journal "Powerful and absorbing...sheer
hold-your-breath suspense."— NYT Bestselling
Author Karen Robards on Don’t Say A Word
"Freethy skillfully keeps the reader on the hook, and
her tantalizing and believable tale has it all–
romance, adventure, and mystery." —Booklist on
Summer Secrets
Diamonds are ForeverThe Complete Trilogy (Books
1, 2 & 3)
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Girls like me, we know
how to survive. We each have our own little ways,
but we acquire those skills at the same tender age. If
you ask me how many times a person can die, I'll tell
you many times. As many times as a man stabs you
in the stomach with betrayal and wrings out your
heart with lies. Girls like me, we live. We don't get a
choice. We step over the cliff and fall. Eat, sleep, die,
and repeat. * Diamonds in the Rough is Book 2 of
the Diamonds are Forever trilogy and ends on a
cliffhanger. Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) must be
read first to follow the story. Diamonds are Forever
(Book 3) concludes the story. Other novels in the
Diamond Magnate collection: Standalone Novel
Beauty in the Broken Diamonds are Forever Trilogy
Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the
Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)
Wonder about the world of our great-greatgrandchildren? Who will survive? This is the fourth
episode of FOREVER YOUNG, a climate fiction/hard
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science fiction novel in 4 episodes set 200 years
from now. Life on earth is headed for extinction and
society is divided between the ultra-rich and the rest
who suffer the full onslaught of climate change and
pollution. Part One explores the costly Age
Prevention Programme (APP) and what it means to
belong to it...or remain outside – for Alice, a lovely
Swiss nurse, for ambitious Lizzie, a talented golf
player, the descendant of the mythical Tiger Woods,
and for adventurous Jamie, a brilliant reporter for the
World and US Post. Part Two, "The Immortality Trip"
is the name given to the project to transport a
contingent of One Percenters to the nearest liveable
exoplanet and settle it. Will Jamie, Lizzie and Alice
be able to board that trip? Part Three, “The
Hibernation party” introduces the other option
opened to One Percenters to survive extinction: take
refuge on Antarctica, the last virgin continent. Jamie
discovers the dangers of this option when Gary
Trude, the head of the Hibernation Party , a despot
with Hitler’s dangerous ambitions, threatens him
and his friends. Can they escape from Gary Trude?
Part Four, “The Longevity Gene” introduces yet
another twist in this tormented future world: can a
gene make a difference for survival of the human
race and why is Gary Trude focused on it?
Meanwhile our friends are set to fly to the ‘Forever
Planet’, but will they all make it? The novel classified as both a "hard" science fiction and a
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climate fiction novel - interweaves several plot lines.
The first chronicles the love triangle between Alice,
Lizzie, and Jamie. The second covers the only two
options left to save humanity, both reserved to One
Percenters: one, escape to another pristine planet, a
thousand light years away; the other, retreat to
Antarctica, the last virgin continent. A ruthless rivalry
develops between those who aim to stay on Earth
and those bent on escaping to another world. The
third follows the murderous attempts of one
determined 99 Percenter, Ernie, a retired Blue Beret
who is hell-bent on carving a place for himself in the
Age Prevention Program. NOTE TO THE READER:
This book follows the model of serialized novels, like
Hugh Howey's best-selling WOOL , and is published
in four separate parts, each self-standing. It is
however preferable to read them in order as follows:
Part One: Gateway to Forever Part Two: The
Immortality Trip Part Three: The Hibernation Party
Part Four: The Longevity Gene The omnibus edition,
containing all four parts, is also available.
From Scarlett Dawn comes the stunning, sexy,
sensual, surprising, spell–binding King Trilogy; the
first and best–selling Forever Evermore trilogy now
in one volume. King Hall A fresh, meaty,
sink–your–teeth–in–and–hold–on–tight new adult
fantasy series kicks off with King Hall... Lily Ruckler
is adept at one thing: survival. Born a Mystical
hybrid, her mere existence is forbidden. Then Lily
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becomes deeply entrenched with those who would
destroy her simply for existing – The Mystical Kings.
Being named future King of the Shifters shoves Lily
into the spotlight. But with risk comes a certain
solace – her friendships with the other three Kings: a
wicked Vampire, a wild–child Mage, and a playboy
Elemental. Backed by their faith and trust, Lily
begins to relax into her new life. Then chaos erupts
as the fragile peace between Commoners and
Mysticals is broken, and suddenly Lily realises the
greatest threat was never from within, and her fear
takes on a new name: human. King Cave The
long–awaited sequel to the bestselling,
award–winning King Hall: the revolution is here, but
the most dangerous attack may come from within...
The world of Lily Ruckler and her fellow Mystical
Kings and Queens is rocked to the core by the
attacks at King Hall. Lily has to assume the mantle of
leadership, and bring the surviving Mysticals to King
Cave. But she is not alone. Ezra becomes her rock,
her best friend, the one person who understands. As
Pearl and Jack struggle with loss, Ezra and Lily work
to keep the Mys community safe in their new home,
and plan a deadly retaliation. Their friendship saves
them both...but it also draws attention. It's not normal
for Shifters and Vampires to be friends, and when a
horrifying truth is revealed, their relationship morphs
from unusual to unspeakable. Lily is good at keeping
secrets that could get her killed. Is she willing to risk
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Ezra's life as well? King Tomb From Scarlett Dawn
comes the stunning, sexy, sensual, surprising,
spell–binding conclusion to the best–selling first
Forever Evermore trilogy. Queen Shifter, Lily
Ruckler, has found solace in brutal warfare. Her
bloodied fists and bared fangs fill the holes left in her
memory, the blank spaces that leave her soul aching
and empty. Her only pleasure is in blood; her only
salvation is the relationship she has with her infant
child, the baby of unknown origins who brings her
solace and stability. When a standard
reconnaissance mission leaves her trapped inside
King Zeller's private quarters, surprise attraction
rapidly turns to a battle of wills and an intense power
struggle that leaves no clear victor. In order to win
the war against the Commoners, the King Vampire
and Queen Shifter must work together. But their
chance meeting has led to more than an unlikely
alliance. Secrets have a way of surfacing, especially
on a torn–up battlefield, and Lily and Ezra are about
to re–learn all they cannot remember. If they can't
control their emotions and responses, it will be to
their own ruin and the destruction of everything
around them.
Imagine finding a suitcase with a little girl stuffed
inside and realizing she looks exactly like you. Agent
Abby Kane discovers an unlikely connection with a
lone little girl abandoned outside FBI headquarters:
They look exactly alike. Abby brings the girl home
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with her to learn more, thinking a family environment
might jog the girl’s memory. Her efforts pay off as
the investigation points toward a human trafficking
ring. But as Abby gets to know the girl, she begins to
think the girl wasn’t kidnapped or trafficked. She
was sent. As Abby continues to dig, indicators
suggest something else is at play, something
unthinkable… and quite frankly, unexplainable. Who
is Suitcase Girl? Suitcase Girl is a USA Today
bestseller with half a million downloads worldwide
and 1,000s of five-star reviews. A tense, disturbing
thrill-ride. What readers are saying: ?????
Hutchinson has written a pulse-raising mystery that
left us paralyzed. ????? Imagine a book that takes
every plot twist that you thought of and ignored it in
favor of another. ????? A stunner that’s worthy of
Michael Crichton. ????? A perplexing start, an
astonishing ending, and a puzzle still to be solved!
????? Some of the best twists I've read in a long
time. ????? Just when I thought I had it, the author
throws another curveball. ????? A heart-stopping,
edge of your seat thriller that will keep you up late
into the night reading. Suitcase Girl is book one in
the Suitcase Girl trilogy and is a perfect introduction
to the Abby Kane FBI series (Books 7,8,9). I love
writing trilogies within the series. Don't worry about
starting with Suitcase Girl. It'll sink its claws into you.
Contains Waiting for morning, A moment of
weakness, Halfway to forever.
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A DARK ROMANCE TRILOGY Ian Hart is the most
wanted fugitive in the country. His gang is linked to
the riskiest and biggest heists in the history of the
continent. His identity is an enigma to everyone
except me, because the night he robbed the casino,
he set his sights on a different target. He took
something other than money and gemstones. He
took me. He stole my lust and then my life. All I have
left is my love. I would've given it freely, but thieves
will do what thieves do best. The Complete Trilogy
includes: Stolen Lust (Book 1) Stolen Life (Book 2)
Stolen Love (Book 3) Note: Beauty in the Stolen is
part of the Diamond Magnate Collection. You don't
have to read the other books to follow the story.
Other books in the Diamond Magnate collection:
Beauty in the Broken (Standalone) Diamonds are
Forever trilogy Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are
Forever (Book
BOOK ONE: ROGUE DEMON They say it's better to
rule in Hell than serve in Heaven... But Enzo’s not
so sure anymore. Haunted by the horrors of his fall,
Enzo, a demon agent of the Fel, smothers the angst
of his impending damnation by indulging in vice with
no regard to who it wrecks. But the dreadlord has
given him a new assignment: infiltrate the enemy
sect of demons known as the Unfallen and recover
their captured ally, Lorcan, the alpha of Atro City’s
pack. The mission goes according to plan, until he
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falls in love with someone he should hate. Or at the
very least use and destroy. Blindsided by emotions
he never thought were possible to feel, Enzo must
blend in with his enemies and decide which side of
the holy war he’s really on—even though he’s
damned no matter what he chooses. With angelic
lore inspired by Milton’s Paradise Lost and The
Book of Enoch… This magical & macabre urban
fantasy features a brooding, BMX-riding antihero
who wants nothing to do with the forces of good
unless it suits him. ~ BOOK TWO: SELFISH ANGEL
Ex-skinhead and drug dealer Hewey Steps puts his
sordid past behind him to begin his new life as a
magic-wielding agent of the Unfallen. But Lorcan’s
Pack wants revenge on his demon partner, Enzo,
who still refuses to accept his rulership as
archon—since waking the fallen angel’s dormant
power could spell disaster for anyone who gets in his
way, especially those who dare to threaten the
woman he loves. Hewey and Enzo grapple with the
vile sins of their past, as an insidious threat lurks in
the bustling hallways at Stillwater, waiting for the
perfect opportunity to strike… And it’s an enemy that
cannot be touched. Old habits and prejudices die
hard in this heart-stopping addition to the Archon
Rising trilogy. Featuring a dynamic cast of morally
gray characters, thrilling action, tortured romance,
and diabolic scenes reminiscent of the gritty cultclassic American History X… Delve into this horrorPage 21/34
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fantasy world today! ~ BOOK THREE: BROKEN
ARCHON The enemy archon has awakened, and
Enzo must take up his crown to put a stop to the
looming threat infesting Atro City. But his fiercely
loyal partner, Hewey, is preoccupied with his own
problems after being reconnected with his troubled
high-school sweetheart, as well as the racist Skeads
he once fought for. And with Enzo’s wife bucking
against the corruptive influence of misused fellcraft
and an unlikely paramour, the morally conflicted
demon is angrier than ever and more susceptible to
the relentless mania induced by the use of his
archon magic. Emotionally compelling, with intense
gritty action and gorgeously macabre departures into
Lovecraftian horror. Complete your journey into this
brutal urban fantasy series today! Dark Fantasy —
Urban Fantasy — Horror — Dark Paranormal
Romance
Traditional Chinese edition of A Thousand Pieces of
You by Claudia Gray. In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Men like us, we see things.
We do things, things that make us unfeeling. That’s the
price of power and money, of living la belle vie and
running the French mafia. Then she came along like a
pretty wildflower pushing through the cracks on a dirty
pavement—fragile yet resilient, a breath of beauty among
the filth. She was supposed to be just another job, a
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nameless person I was to pluck from her life and hand to
my brother, nothing but a pawn in the gamble of our
diamond business. There’s a psychological label for
men like us. We lack empathy and guilt. We do things to
have what we want, things that make flowers wilt. The
box set contains: Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever
(Book 3) Other books in the Diamond Magnate
Collection: Beauty in the Broken (Standalone)
A bygone legend with a washed-up crew A crack team
gathered for one last tour A cold war that has simmered
to its final hour When the Castle Federation deployed the
first starfighters, they revolutionized war and drove the
Terran Commonwealth from their space. The first of the
carriers for those deadly strike craft was Avalon, a
legend that turned the tide of a dozen battles. That was
decades ago. Now Avalon is obsolete, a backwater
posting—but still a legend to the Federation and her allies
and enemies alike. Wing Commander Kyle Roberts and
a cadre of officers are sent aboard the old carrier to take
her on a final tour along the frontier. Aboard, Roberts
finds outdated fighters, broken pilots…and key
subordinates who just might be traitors. He and the
others will get Avalon ready for war once more
regardless. Show tour or not, the old enemy has been
seen near the border and no matter what, when the call
comes, Avalon will answer! This box set includes Space
Carrier Avalon, Stellar Fox, and Battle Group Avalon.
A DIAMOND MAGNATE NOVEL Ian Hart is the most
notorious criminal in the country. Like the thief he is, he
came in the dark and stole a night of my life. He left me
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with souvenirs. Disaster and fear are my new realities. I'll
forever look over my shoulder, terrified he'd return,
because when he took me, he stole more than just a few
hours of my time. His crime has consequences neither of
us could've imagined. If I'm to escape the nightmare of
my life, I have to outsmart him. If I'm to survive, I have to
outwit every enemy he's turned against me, including Ian
himself, the most dangerous and cleverest man I know.
*Stolen Lust is Book 1 of the Beauty in the Stolen trilogy.
Book 2 will be released on 18 May 2021 and Book 3 on
22 June 2021. Other books in the Diamond Magnate
collection: Beauty in the Broken (Standalone) Diamonds
are Forever trilogy Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever
(Book 3)
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE My love is wasted like
gemstones in the dust, walked over by an oblivious shoe.
It takes many suffering years and layers of mountains to
squeeze carbon into a precious stone. Now that I'm
polished and hard like a diamond, he doesn't get to kick
me back into the dirt. Men like him don't love women like
me. They don't love. Period. But he made me. He'll live
with me. Because diamonds are forever. * Diamonds are
Forever is Book 3 of the Diamonds are Forever trilogy
and concludes the story. Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
and Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) must be read first
to follow the story. Other books in the Diamond Magnate
collection: Standalone Novel Beauty in the Broken
Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the Dust
(Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are
Forever (Book 3)
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There are moments in life that define you—more often
than not, they are born of tragedy. There are moments in
life that eviscerate you—more often than not, that is the
blade tragedy wields in an effort to kill your spirit. There
are moments in life when everything you thought you
knew is turned upside down. Try as you might, you can
never right it. There are moments in life when everything
you thought you’d have forever disappears,
disintegrates right before your very eyes. My world is
rearranging itself in the most horrific way. These are my
moments. This is my hell. Trouble lies ahead. Be
warned. Welcome back to Paragon. ***Celestra Forever
After is a Celestra Series spinoff.*** From the NEW
YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author,
Addison Moore—Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's
books, "...easy, frothy fun!" *The Celestra series has
over a million copies in circulation and has been
optioned for film by 20th Century Fox!*
The Trilogy: The Guardian, Vendetta, and Revelation is a
3-book collection (over 165k words/650 pages). Bonus
Material includes an Interview with Katie Klein, and "In
the Beginning," a re-telling of Carter and Genesis's car
accident from Seth's point of view. The Guardian
Synopsis: Seventeen-year-old Genesis Green is living
anything but a charmed life. As far back as she can
remember, she and her mother have been bouncing
from town to town, struggling to survive on Ramen
noodles and minimum wage. Late one evening, Genesis
and her boyfriend are in a car accident. Carter’s SUV
rolls, and Genesis finds herself injured, lying on the
pavement. Just before she slips into the darkness an
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unfamiliar voice calls out to her, promising everything will
be fine. His name is Seth, and he’s the Guardian
assigned to protect her. When Genesis begins having
bizarre visions, the Guardians believe she could be
useful to them. To Seth, this means stepping into the
middle of an epic battle between angels and demons.
Even with supernatural protection, there’s no guarantee
he can keep Genesis safe, something that's becoming
more important to him by the day. The line between
reality and the celestial becomes so blurred that Genesis
can't decide who’s real and who’s otherworldly, and
worse: who's good and who's evil. Vendetta Synopsis:
After the tragic death of a friend at the hands of demons,
Genesis Green moves into the pool house on exboyfriend Carter's estate. Still under the watchful eye of
Seth, her Guardian, she lives and breathes a single
purpose: Vengeance. When the Guardian Council
discovers Genesis is serious about taking Viola out of
this world, they send Mara, a warrior, to help prepare her
for her greatest, final battle. Though she's growing
stronger by the day, her visions are becoming
increasingly unreliable. When a single act threatens to
separate Genesis from Seth forever, she'll face the most
painful decision yet to save the Guardian she loves.
Revelation Synopsis: Genesis Green's life is unraveling
at the seams. The Council has stripped her protection,
Viola has taken Seth, and she and Carter have fled
South Marshall. When an opportunity to save her fallen
angel arises, she'll have one chance to find and
eliminate the most powerful demon walking the earth.
Enter Luke Castellani—charming, dangerous,
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compelling—someone who can give Genesis everything
she desires. With her life (and soul) on the line, the
greatest, final sacrifice will be made to put an end to the
evil threatening her world. Keywords: teen, young adult,
YA, urban fantasy, angel, demon, love story, romance
A Legend Is Reborn in the American Apocalypse. My
name is Rob Huntington. If this new world has shown me
anything, it's that once things are taken from you, they
are never coming back. Good thing I never was a fast
learner. "A blistering pace mixed with incredible heart,
and a nail biting narrative rounds out this spectacular
trilogy. Read these books." -Amazon Reviewer THE
AMERICAN REBIRTH SERIES BOOKS 1-3 Hood
Legends American Rebirth Civilization is gone. The
world needs Legends once again. A young man named
Rob "Hood" Huntington and his sister Taylor must rise up
from the ashes of D.C. to become leaders of good
people surviving the apocalypse. An older ex-cop, John
"Whiskey" Torres is the mentor they need to help them
survive the madness of post-civilization America. In the
vacuum of government that follows, two wasteland kings
rise to power: Richard "the Crusader" Leone, and a
ruthless despot called The Kaiser. Sooner or later, war
will come to Hood, Taylor and Whiskey's doorstep. A war
they cannot escape. After all, history will not be denied
its legends. Buy the Amazon Post-Apocalyptic
Bestselling American Rebirth Series books 1-3 at a
discount with this Box Set Trilogy!
? The Fairy Queen Trilogy ? ? The Rise of the Fairy
Queen • With both her parents dead, fairy princess Elsie
has been locked up in the castle since she was ten years
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old • Now she’s sixteen she’s been given her freedom
to leave the kingdom and marry a man she’s never met.
But on the journey across the seas she finds out about
the horror and abuse her step parents are inflicting on
the fairy kingdom. She decides to forgo her freedom so
she can save the kingdom she once called home. Her
return sparks a rebellion, an uprising, a battle like the
kingdom has never seen before. ? Will Elsie defeat her
evil step parents and reign triumphant or die trying? ? ?
The Fall of the Fairy Queen • Elsie succeeded in her
quest. Her step parents are dead and she’s the new
queen • But before she even gets the crown on her
head, she is devastated by a shocking betrayal. How can
she rule a peaceful Kingdom when in her life is in
danger? ? Can she defeat the odds and reign supreme
or will the traitor in the castle destroy her? ? ? The
Triumph of the Fairy Queen • The path to the throne
should never be easy but Elsie never thought it would be
this hard • In the final book in the Fairy Queen Trilogy,
will Elsie be able to break free and reign over her
Kingdom, or will the people who so desperately want to
stop her succeed? ? Can Elsie triumph or will she fall
again, and if she fails, will she survive? ?

All three books of the Flamestone Trilogy are now
available for one low price! Includes Alone, Found,
and Freed. Begin reading a new teen adventure
fantasy today! "Feisty protagonists, excellent twists
and turns of plot, and gripping moments of pursuit
and life-or-death confrontations keep readers on the
edges of their seats. Young adult to adult readers of
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fantasy, horror, and intrigue will find Alone is solidly
cemented by protagonists who are not just
believable, but absorbing. Their purposes, failings,
and adventures become an intrinsic part of a saga
that paints a stunning portrait of survival against all
odds."--Midwest Book Review Elaine has spent her
sixteen years proving that she's nothing like her
murderous father--but no one will let her forget her
dark family history. So when her best friend Talia is
missing, Elaine takes the search and rescue into her
own hands. But on her quest, Elaine crosses through
a portal and into a vast, pristine wilderness. She
finds herself in an alien world filled with strange
wildlife, sprawling forests, deep caves and immense
danger. And Elaine's the only person in it. Her phone
has no bars. There's no Facebook. 911 is useless.
As if that's not bad enough, she failed summer
camp. And there are the creatures underground,
ready to come out and hunt as soon as night falls. In
order to survive and rescue her friend from them,
Elaine may have to embrace her dark family history
after all. The story continues in Found (#2
Flamestone Trilogy) and concludes with Freed (#3
Flamestone Trilogy.) A companion novel, Light, is
also available outside of this set.
Three novels. Two worlds. One Story. Enter an
adrenaline-laced epic where dreams and reality
collide. Black - An incredible story of evil and rescue,
betrayal and love, and a terrorist threat unlike
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anything the human race has ever known. A virulent
evil has been unleashed upon the people of Earth.
The only man who can stop it is Thomas Hunter, an
unlikely hero whose life is stretched between two
worlds. Every time he falls asleep in one reality, he
awakes in the other. Soon Thomas no longer knows
which reality is real. Yet it quickly becomes apparent
that his choices in each world impact the other--and
that the fates of both rest in his hands. Red - In one
world, Thomas Hunter is a battle-scarred general
commanding an army of primitive warriors. In the
other, he's racing to outwit sadistic terrorists intent
on creating global chaos through an unstoppable
virus. Thomas must find a way to change history--or
face the destruction of two worlds. White - Thomas
Hunter has only days to survive two separate realms
of danger, deceit, and destruction. The fates of both
worlds now rest on his unique ability to shift realities
through his dreams. Thomas and The Circle must
quickly decide who they can trust--both with their
own lives and the fate of millions. And neither the
terror of Black nor the treachery of Red can prepare
Thomas for the forces aligned against The Circle in
White.
????????????????????????????????“???”??? ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ???????????????……
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A King in need of an heir. A daughter raised as a
son. At fourteen, Avalon Hall begins the adventure of
her life when she travels to a distant land and begins
to fall in love with Taggerty. Throughout the trilogy,
Avalon battles an evil Monarch and those from within
her own castle who would see the king destroyed.
She falls in love with Taggerty, but both a future as
king and a future as a girl in love are impossible, and
as her body grows into that of a young woman,
Avalon tries her best to cope. Avalon's sister,
Princess Zaria, and her trusted servant, Myra
George, try to help King Avalon navigate ruling her
country and coming to terms with her future. But an
impending enemy forces Avalon to go on the attack
in a fantastic world of Anthracite monsters and brutal
Runners. If she can win the battle, Avalon is willing
to forget about Taggerty and to give her life for her
people.
? Witches always win in a fair fight, but not
everybody fights fair ? Enjoy all three books in the
fantastic Accidental Witch Trilogy in one go! ? The
Accidental Witch Ellis finally decides to get her life
back on track after her best friend’s death and her
subsequent slide into misery. Just when she’s
determined to wash her hair, wear clean clothes and
get her life back on track, it’s thrown upside down
again when she stumbles upon a magical ceremony
and gets invested as the head witch. Of the whole of
Britain. By accident. And it’s her crush, Fletcher,
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who should have been invested instead. Launched
into his world; a world full of supernatural creatures
and dangerous rebels, can Ellis thrive as a newly
hatched witch or will the chaos of her new life, her
new romance with Fletcher and the threat from the
outlaws prove too much? ? The Accidental Invitation
Ellis is getting the hang of being a freshly hatched
witch and getting used to spending all her time with
Fletcher, but the rebels are furious at being thwarted
once and are ready to attack again. Warding off the
rebels would be hard enough, but now they have to
figure out who released the demons and sparked the
fire of the raging species war to begin with. As
Fletcher’s world, the world Ellis is stuck in, gets
more and more dangerous, and Ellis falls more and
more in love with him, can they triumph in a battle of
the species or will an accidental invitation extended
to a vampire mean the end for Ellis? ? The
Accidental End Killing the witch who instigated the
rebel war is easy enough, but will it prove as easy to
vanquish the demons, placate the council and round
up the remaining trouble makers? Ellis and Fletcher
are a team now determined to end the war and bring
peace to the supernatural community. To finish the
task Fletcher’s dad was determined to carry out and
give the supernatural creatures their autonomy back,
allowing the creatures to live in harmony again. But
when Ellis sacrifices herself to save Fletcher and
everybody else, and an earth shattering betrayal
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alters everything, is it the end for Ellis, or a new
beginning? ? Fans of young adult fantasy books that
blend danger and romance will love The Accidental
Witch Trilogy ?
Newlyweds Jeff and Caitlin find their happiness
threatened when Jeff is left paralyzed after a nearfatal accident, and his only hope of recovering lies in
the hands of his longtime enemy, Dr. Julian Stokes
Simplified Chinese edition of To All the Boys I've
Loved Before
A serial killer. An elaborate game of death. Who’s
ready to play? Russian Hill A killer is loose in San
Francisco, and he’s collecting body parts. The more
Agent Abby Kane digs, the more she begins to think
the killer is playing an elaborate game and there’s
an audience cheering him on. But to catch the
monster, she’ll have to join in his twisted game.
Lumpini Park Agent Abby Kane finds herself in
Bangkok hunting the man behind the sadistic
gameplay the only way she knows how: by playing
the game and moving up the bloody leaderboard
herself. Coit Tower The hunt continues only this time
Agent Abby Kane is the sole attraction in a bloody
game designed for one reason: to take lives. Deliver
her head and collect the $10 million bounty. This box
set contains books 3, 4, and 5 in the Abby Kane FBI
thriller series. It is also a complete trilogy. What
readers are saying: ????? This very inventive plot
grabs you and doesn't let go. ????? The sheer
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audacity of the motive for the murders is ingenious.
????? The thrills and suspense right up to the very
last page are incredible. ????? The characters, the
plot, and the horrific game are all twisted together for
an engrossing read. ????? Russian Hill has a
surprise left after you think the story is over. ?????
This is a story without a brake pedal. ????? Once
you think the mystery is solved the action kicks off
into a whole new gear. ????? Great brain teaser.
????? The characters were fascinating and the plot,
while terrifying, was very believable. ?????
Surprisingly fresh and the main character is a
departure from the typical FBI suit. ????? The
brilliance behind the words is pure genius. I love the
idea of Chasing Chinatown. ????? The suspense is
intense even when you think you know what will
happen next. ????? Wildly entertaining. ????? One of
the best law enforcement novels I have read
recently. ????? This could make a great FBI thriller
movie, or better yet, a mini TV series. ?????
Hutchinson's writing style reminds me of James
Patterson. ????? A compulsive, gripping thriller full of
high-energy twists and turns. Grab this fast-moving,
action-packed trilogy.
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